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ABSTRACT 

The implant-abutment connection of a two-piece dental implant depicts a complex 

micro-mechanical behavior: a micro-gap is evident at the implant-abutment interface, 

even in the virgin state. Its width varies when external mechanical load is applied. 

High resolution synchrotron-based radiography in combination with hard X-ray phase 

contrast to image this gap and estimate its size is deployed. The study involves 

commercially available implants with different internal conical implant-abutment 

connections. A comparison between virgin implants and the fatigue loaded implants 

underlines that fatigue extends the size of the micro-gap and increases the ability of 

micromovement. The cone angle of the connection influences the stability of the 

abutment. Cyclic loading at medium force (120 N) hence induces plastic deformation 

of the titanium implant. 

 

1. Introduction  

 

Two-piece dental implants, commonly used, feature a mating zone termed implant–

abutment connection (IAC). The mating zone utilized in all two-piece implants can be 

subdivided into two principles: a horizontal butt-joint connection or a conical 

connection.1 Research concerning the IAC has focused on its geometric precision, 2,3 

its mechanical stability 4-9 and the risk of leakage at the implant-abutment interface. 
10-16 Conical connections have been proposed to improve the resistance against 

mechanical failure of the IAC.6,8 Technical complications concerning the 

abutment/abutment screw or the implant occur in 5 - 27 % of the implants placed with 

a doubling of the failure rate after 5 years in function.17-19  

IAC´s are screwed joints that are exposed to dynamic loading with axial forces up to 

450 N 20 and extra-axial forces with angles of up to 90 °. 21,22 Various scenarios to 

simulate long-term dynamic loading for the evaluation of fatigue and fracture strength 

of an implant have mounted to the DIN ISO Standard 14801:2003.23  
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To date the impact of fatigue loading on the implant-abutment interface of conical 

IAC´s has only been investigated by quantifying and visualizing the size of the micro-

gap in unloaded specimens using synchrotron-based micro-tomography.24 It has 

shown that there is no surface contact but only focal contact of the assembled 

components leading to a micro-gap even in assembled virgin implant-abutment 

connections that have not experienced any load application. 24,25 

For in vitro visualization of a micro-gap at the IAC of implants with conical mating 

surfaces monochromatic hard X-ray synchrotron radiography can be employed.24,26 

In comparison to conventional radiography based on x-ray tubes, images recorded 

with hard synchrotron light feature higher spatial resolution and material contrast. 27,28 

Using phase-contrast radiography even sub-micrometer gaps can be detected 

whereby their size is quantified through comparison with numerical simulations 26 

allowing besides visualization the quantification of the micro-gap in fatigue loaded 

conical implant-abutment connections during static load application. This study 

investigates and compares the effect of fatigue loading on the implant-abutment 

interface of conical implants with varying conus length and angle. 

 

 

2. Materials and methods  

2.1. Dental implant and test stand  

All implants and abutments were purchased from the manufacturers. A pair of 

implants with abutments from three different dental implant systems (Table 1) with 

conical IAC were assembled and screw-tightened with a system-specific torque and 

ratchet. According to EN ISO Standard 14801:2003 individually fabricated steel-balls 

(Ø 10 mm) were perforated on one side and glued to the abutments with a two-

component Methyl-Methacrylate-based adhesive (X60; HBM Germany, Darmstadt).  

The implant–abutment assemblies were embedded in 15 mm brass cylinders 

(Fraunhofer Institut Werkstoffmechanik, Freiburg, Germany) according to EN ISO 

Standard 14801:2003 25. One implant-abutment assembly from each pair was fatigue 

loaded according to the ISO Standard 14801:2003 by the Fraunhofer Institute, 

Freiburg in a dry environment (5 x 106 cycles, 12-120 N amplitude, R=0.1 force ratio 

and f=15 Hz frequency at 30° inclination) prior to the radiographic measurements.  

The brass cylinders with the implant–abutment assemblies were tightened into an 

individually fabricated steel test stand as described, 25 and a static extra-axial force 
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was applied. The constant force was thus applied at an standard angle of 30° 

(nominal 200 N) and 90° (nominal 30 N and 100 N) wi th respect to the implant axis 

onto the ball. Prior to loading each sample was measured without load. The force 

application was monitored using a digital force gauge model SH-500 [PCE-group 

OHG (serial No. 5808062790)]. 25 For the fatigue loaded specimen the static force 

was applied collinear to the fatigue force-vector which has been marked by a notch in 

the brass cylinder. 

 

2.2 Synchrotron radiography with absorption and inline x-ray phase-contrast  

 
High-resolution radiographs were acquired at the BAMline on the BESSY-II light 

source (Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin, Germany) (Rack et al., 2008). To penetrate the 3 - 

4 mm Titanium, a photon energy of 50 keV was selected through the setting of a 

double-multilayer monochromator. Radiographic projection images were recorded by 

an indirect detector employing an effective pixel size of 0.45 µm (1.7 mm x 1.1 mm 

field of view). Radiography of each specimen was achieved with a propagation 

distance between sample and detector of either 4.5 or 74 cm. Owing to the limited 

field of view of a high-resolution indirect X-ray pixel detector, only a region of interest 

of the specimen is investigated. 25 As the length of the implant-abutment interface 

varies between 0.7- 2.3 mm and because the height of the synchrotron beam is 

limited as well, generally two images were acquired for each side of each implant and 

later merged in order to illustrate the complete gap. Despite the small pixel size the 

spatial detector resolution was around 4 µm in absorption mode and ~14 µm in 

phase-contrast, due to smearing by the demagnified X-ray source. The raw images 

were corrected for the camera's dark current then normalized by flatfield images. Line 

scans across the IAC were extracted with the software ImageJ (National Institute of 

Mental Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA). To ensure a good signal and to 

compensate for photon noise, a line width of 200 pixels (~80 µm) was chosen, each 

profile having a length of 0.4 mm.  

 
2.3 Quantitative characterization of the micro-gap at the IAC  

 

Recent work by Zabler et al. has shown that micro-gaps at the IAC can be detected 

and quantified down to a gap width of the order of 0.1 µm by phase-contrast X-ray 
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radiography. Subsequently estimating the exact width is possible by further matching 

line-profiles across the gap to interference patterns obtained through numerical 

forward simulations of the partially coherent x-ray propagation across a virtual IAC. 26 

For gaps larger than 5 µm – with the setup described above – it is also possible to 

determine the gap width from x-ray absorption radiographs where they show up as a 

discontinuity in attenuation profiles. 

 

Results  

 

Measurement of the geometric dimensions of the conical IAC´s including the length 

of the mating zone of the implant and abutment and the angle of the conus was 

performed using the radiographic images (Table 1). The region of interest of the data 

acquisition within the IAC is shown in Figure 1 and the results are listed in Table 2. 

Load condition: 0 N 

The virgin implant-abutment interface of each system were radiographed prior to 

static load application, they showed a micro-gap varying between 0.1 and 11 µm. 

The fatigue loaded samples showed a considerably larger gap between implant and 

abutment (0.1 - 31 µm). As depicted in Figure 2b the most significant changes were 

seen in the system Ankylos plus (ANP02). The gap in position A of ANP02 increased 

by a factor 100x compared to the virgin implant (ANP01)(Figure 2a), namely from 

0.32 µm up to 31 µm, and a fissure is visible in the upper edges (A and AF) of the 

implant (Figure 2c). 

Ankylos c/x IAC demonstrated a decreased micro-gap after fatigue loading. After 

fatigue loading (AN02) the maximum micro-gap value was smaller (4 µm) compared 

to the sample of the virgin implant (AN01) with a maximum gap size of 11 µm.  

The size of the micro-gap of the fatigue loaded BoneLevel IAC (ST02: 0.8 µm) 

compared to the virgin IAC (ST01: 0.4 µm) increased 100 %.  

 

Load condition: 30 N, 90° 

Static load of 30 N was applied perpendicular (90°)  to the implant axis and the 

resulting gap was measured. The implants of the Ankylos c/x system (AN01 and 

AN02) showed an increase of their micro-gap on the side of load application up to 12 

µm in the coronal portion (AF) of the IAC and 0.1 µm in the most apical part of the 

IAC (BF).  
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An augmentation of the gap size in fatigue loaded IAC (ANP02) compared to the IAC 

of the virgin implant (ANP01) was seen in the system Ankylos plus (ANP). 

Regardless of their pretreatment the gap increased tenfold when a load of 30 N was 

applied with a maximum of 32 µm.      

The behaviour of the micro-gap of the virgin BoneLevel implant ST01 during 

horizontal loading has been described.25 When horizontal load is applied the fatigue-

loaded sample (ST02) a 40 % increase of the size of the micro-gap up to 1.8 µm can 

be detected. Noticeable is that the micro-gap shows a parallel opening with almost 

the same value in the coronal (AF) and the apical (BF) portion of the IAC. 

 

Load condition: 100 N, 90° 

At 100 N of static load 90° to the implant axis the  tendency of the gap width 

perpetuates. Ankylos c/x (AN01, AN02) doubles its gap size to 28 µm when load is 

increased from 30 N to 100 N. Again this is independent of the pretreatment of the 

implants. Along the gap no point contact between the abutment and the implant can 

be seen. The IAC opposite of the side of load application shows a complete closure 

of the gap in the coronal region (A) but an opening at the apex (B) with 4.6 µm in 

AN01 and 2.5 µm in AN02.  

The gap of the fatigue-loaded IAC of Ankylos plus (ANP02) shows an angular micro-

gap formation of 36 µm in position AF and a point contact in BF (Figure 3a). Whereas 

the virgin implant shows no point contact with an angular micro-gap opening of 18.5 

µm in region AF and 0.1 µm in BF. A point contact can be seen at the most apical 

part of the loading side (BF) and at the top of the contralateral side (A) of load 

application only in the fatigue loaded implant (ANP02).  

In the BoneLevel system the micro-gap opens almost parallel with a size of 10 - 

14 µm (ST01) and 13 - 18 µm (ST02) from the apical to the coronal part of the IAC 

(Figure 3b). 

 

Load condition: 200 N, 30° 

Load of 200 N applied in a 30° angle to the virgin IAC Ankylos c/x (AN01) showed a 

gap opening at position AF to 24 µm, which was almost the same in the fatigue 

loaded implant (AN02: 22 µm). But the gap value on the side opposite to the side of 

force application of the fatigue-loaded sample (A) is fourfold higher (AN01: 0.7 µm; 
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AN02: 3 µm). No point contact between the abutment and implant can be seen in 

either sample anywhere in the radiographs of the IAC (Fig. 4a). 

Ankylos plus (ANP02) shows approximately a threefold enhancement of the gap in 

position AF (9 µm) in respect to the same position in ANP01 (25 µm) with no point 

contact between the implant and abutment in any radiograph.  

The IAC of BoneLevel is less sensitive to force applied in a 30° angle then to 

horizontal force application (Fig. 4b). The micro-gap size varies between 0.3 µm in 

the virgin implant (ST01) to 1 µm (ST02). Again the opening of the gap is almost 

parallel (see values position AF and BF in Table 2). Fatigue loading doubles the gap 

size in BoneLevel and a point contact was not seen at any measurement site. 

 

 

Discussion 

 

The results of this study show that a micro-gap exists in the investigated conical 

implant-abutment connections with or without load. Furthermore, fatigue loading 

increases this micro-gap in the systems evaluated.  

Prior to the evaluation of the IAC under load application, the IAC´s were 

radiographed as received. All implant-abutment assemblies showed a continuous 

micro-gap with a minimum of 0.1 µm, with one implant-abutment assembly (AN) 

showing an exceptionally large micro-gap of up to 11 µm, this has also been verified 

previously using synchrotron based radio- and tomography. 24,25 The quantification of 

submicrometer gaps can be performed using synchrotron phase contrast radiography 

and numerical forward simulations of the optical Fresnel propagation. This allows the 

measurements of the microgap width down to 0.1 µm. 26 

A leakage-proof interface with surface contact between abutment and implant has 

long been proven not to exist.10 This is due to the fact that the machining of metal 

parts leaves a certain surface roughness and surface geometry of the mating zone. 

While the geometries generated by designers in a technical drawing generally are 

smooth and straight, the real surface texture or topography of the workpiece is to a 

large extent determined by the formation of burrs and surface irregularities from the 

final milling process, therefore a surface contact is highly improbable in machined 

parts.29 The imprecision of the implant-abutment connection has been documented in 

in vitro experiments 2,3 and the method to visualize the incongruence between the 
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implant and abutment in the mating zone has been described.5 One virgin sample 

presented an exceptionally large micro-gap in the coronal portion of the implant-

abutment interface prior to any load application, this might be based on the fact that 

the part is slightly out of specification; to elucidate the degree of fabrication tolerance 

the examination of more samples would be necessary.  

Conical implant-abutment connections have become popular, as they have been 

proposed to have an enhanced mechanical stability during loading. 30 The 

mechanical stability has been calculated and shown through FE-Analysis 31 or 

measurements of the displacement of the abutment. 6,32 To date no data exist on the 

relation of the cone angle, the angle of load application and the mechanical stability 

of the abutment. This study shows that the flat conical connection (16°) shows higher 

stability (increase in micro-gap is smaller) to load applied in a 30° angle than the 5.7° 

conus, suggesting that the angle of the conical implant surface is decisive for the 

resistance to the application of load. A conical implant-abutment connection based 

on a 16° angled conus (ST) cannot be considered a s elf-locking connection, its 

mechanical features are rather similar to a butt-joint connection. This is concordance 

to the findings of a current study which shows that butt-joint connections seem to 

have a higher load bearing capacity against load applied in a 30° angle compared to 

conical connections with a smaller conus angle. 33 The length of the conus does not 

seem to influence the degree of micro-motion; it rather determines the mode of 

micro-gap formation. The annulling of the abutment when external force is applied is 

stopped by the abutment contacting the implant. The location of this contact depends 

on the angle of the conus and the extension of the abutment into the implant. In the 

flat angled implant this contact zone is below the mating zone (not captured within 

this study) leading to an almost parallel gap opening in the mating zone. Cyclic 

loading does not only decrease the mechanical stability of the implant-abutment 

connection, but also induces wear of the material. This has been shown in studies 

comparing different fatigue loading parameters 34,35 and materials used 36. Individual 

parameters influence the wear behavior of the implant but to date this has not 

induced a change of the ISO Standard currently used to certify dental implants. 

Within this study fatigue loading has been performed by the Fraunhofer Institute in a 

standardized set-up in a dry environment and with a frequency of 15 Hz as proposed 

in the ISO Standard 14801:2003. When comparing the radiograph of the virgin and 

the fatigue-loaded smaller-diameter implant a massive plastic deformation of the 
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titanium and a fissure/crack at the implant-shoulder is evident besides an increase of 

the size of the micro-gap. The dimensions of the implant wall (0.4 mm) in this 

reduced diameter (3.5 mm) pure titanium (Grade 4) implant appears to be 

inadequate for cycling loading at a medium force (120 N). Plastic deformation of this 

implant type has been described to occur at 349 N in an experimental investigation 

under static overload at a diameter of 4.5 mm, suggesting that the thickness of the 

implant wall might also be of importance for the load-bearing capacity. 33 

Synchrotron-based micro-tomography of IAC´s after fatigue loading has shown that 

there is essential material wear with plastic deformation of the titanium at the implant-

abutment interface 24 at 120 N; albeit other reports suggesting only an elastic 

deformation at forces up to 600 N. 8,9 A lower frequency of load application is known 

to be a decisive factor of earlier fatigue failure of the implant, within this study the 

frequency was at medium range with excessive wear of the titanium implants as 

documented elsewhere. 35,24  

The fatigue loading protocol (120 N at an 30° angle ) used within this study is a 

standard all implants need to pass to be certified. It comprises unidirectional loading 

on implants glued into a brass cylinder, which is not a physiological situation; 

multidirectional diverse forces would be more realistic on implants embedded in a 

material that has a similar elastic modulus as bone. As only two implants of each 

implant-abutment design has been used a statistical analyses cannot be performed 

within this pilot study. Currently a study has been initiated with a higher number of 

specimens and multi-directional load application to assess data in a more In-vivo-like 

situation. The data demonstrated within this study give an insight into the behavior of 

conical implant-abutment connections applying the ISO Standard 14801:2003. 

 

 

Conclusion 

This study demonstrates a detrimental impact of cyclic loading at medium force (120 

N) on small-diameter implants. It also shows that the investigated conical IAC´s show 

a continuous micro-gap regardless of their design and the amount of force applied. 

The mechanical resistance of the abutment to micromotion seems to be related to 

the cone angle of the implant-abutment connection.  
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Table 1 Details of the implant-abutment assemblies used (V: virgin, F: fatigue loaded)    
    

AbbreviationAbbreviationAbbreviationAbbreviation    
    

SystemSystemSystemSystem    
    

ManuManuManuManu----
facturerfacturerfacturerfacturer    

Standardized Standardized Standardized Standardized 
characteristics of characteristics of characteristics of characteristics of 

implants and abutmentsimplants and abutmentsimplants and abutmentsimplants and abutments    

Dimensions ofDimensions ofDimensions ofDimensions of    
implant and IACimplant and IACimplant and IACimplant and IAC    
    mmmmmmmm    ////    LLLL    mmmmmmmm    

Angle of Angle of Angle of Angle of 

cone (°)cone (°)cone (°)cone (°)    

Length of Length of Length of Length of 

mating zone mating zone mating zone mating zone 

(mm)(mm)(mm)(mm)    

AN01 (V) 
AN02 (F ) 

Ankylos c/x Friadent Implant:  
REF: 17-0546/31010420, 
LOT: 0020035388  
Abutment: REF: 
31024140 
LOT: 20035853 

Implant: 3.5 / 14;  
IAC: 2.5 / 1.8 

5.7 
 

1.82 
 

ANP01 (V) 
ANP02 (F) 

Ankylos 
plus 

Friadent Implant:  
REF: 31010220, 
LOT: 20037235  
Abutment: REF: 
31024180 
LOT: 20035821 

Implant: 3.5 / 14 
IAC: 2.5 / 2.2 

5.7 
 

2.01 
 

ST01 (V) 
ST02 (F) 

Bonelevel Straumann 
AG, Basel, 
Switzerland 

Implant:  
REF: 021.4114, 
LOT: G6582  
Abutment: REF: 

Implant: 4.1 / 14.2 
IAC: 3.3 / 0.7 

16 0.76 
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022.2202 
LOT: F6601 
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Table 2 Size of microgap under different mechanical load conditions 

 
 
 
 

SystemSystemSystemSystem    

Gap size in µmGap size in µmGap size in µmGap size in µm    

0 N0 N0 N0 N    30 N, 90°30 N, 90°30 N, 90°30 N, 90°    100 N, 90°100 N, 90°100 N, 90°100 N, 90°    200 N, 30°200 N, 30°200 N, 30°200 N, 30°    

vvvvirginirginirginirgin    
fatigue fatigue fatigue fatigue 
loadedloadedloadedloaded    

virginvirginvirginvirgin    
fatigue fatigue fatigue fatigue 
loadedloadedloadedloaded    

virginvirginvirginvirgin    
fatigue fatigue fatigue fatigue 
loadedloadedloadedloaded    

virginvirginvirginvirgin    
fatigue fatigue fatigue fatigue 
loadedloadedloadedloaded    

Ankylos c/x (AN) 
11 0.6 4 0.7 0.2 12 0.5 12 0.5 28 1.2 24 0.1 24 0.1 22 
0.3 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.9 0.1 0.7 0.2 4.6 0.1 2.5 0.2 0.7 0.1 3 0.1 

Ankylos plus 
(ANP) 

0.3 0.2 31 5 0.6 3 1 32 3 18.5 0 36 0.1 9 - 25 
0.2 0.3 1 3 1.2 0.2 12 0.3 10 0.1 30 0 4 0.1 - 0.1 

Straumann (ST) 
0.2 0.2 0.8 0.7  4  1.8  14  18 0.2 0.3 0.3 1 
0.4 0.3 0.2 0.7  4  1.7  10  13 0.3 0.6 0.1 1 

 
Assignment of the values in the table with 
respect to the positions as defined in Fig. 1. 

  

  

 
Horizontal loading values for virgin 
IAC described in Rack et al., 2010 

 

0.1 0.3 

0.6 11 

BF 

AF A 

B 
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of positions of extracted profiles (yellow) with the direction and values of static load application (grey: steel ball 
glued onto abutment according to DIN ISO 14801; orange: rotation safe abutment torque tightened to the implant body (blue); yellow: area of 
measurement as described (Zabler et al., 2010). 
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Figure 2. Radiographs of Ankylos plus IAC without mechanical static load (0 N). I – implant, A – abutment, S – screw. 
 2a – Ankylos plus (ANP01) before fatigue loading (V). 
 2b – Ankylos plus (ANP02) after fatigue loading (F), the marked region is depicted in  Fig 2.c. 
 2c – Fissure in the coronal portion of implant (left: original image, right: edge enhanced image).  
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Figure 3. Radiographic images of fatigue loaded Ankylos plus IAC (ANP02) – 3a, and fatigue loaded Straumann BoneLevel (ST02) – 3b 
under static horizontal load of 100 N. I – implant, A – abutment, S – screw. 
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Figure 4. Radiographic images of virgin Ankylos c/x IAC (AN01) – 4a, and fatigue loaded Straumann BoneLevel (ST02) – 4b under static 
load of 200 N in a 30 ° angle. I – implant, A – abutment, S – screw. 
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